DISCOVERING CAMPUS

SELF-GUIDED WALKING TOUR

PARIS 7ÈME ARRONDISSEMENT

WWW.AUP.EDU/CAMPUS
GETTING STARTED

No matter how it changes, Paris always has our hearts.

This self-guided tour weaves through our historic campus, situated in the historic 7th arrondissement, down streets frequented by students and locals, and by the buildings AUP calls home.

While buildings are not open to unaccompanied guests, this tour celebrates the beauty of les rues et boulevards that animate the AUP experience.

FOLLOW THE PATH ON GOOGLE MAPS
Opened in 2019, the Commons offers ten stories of contemporary, functional spaces focused on innovative learning and student development, as well as the Omid and Gisel Kordestani Rooftop Conference Center.

The building connects seamlessly with the adjacent Combes Student Life Center, whose entrance is located at 6, rue du Colonel Combes.
While facing the Seine, head west and turn left on rue Malar, then take another left on rue du Colonel Combes.
The Combes Building was renovated in 2014 to create the Combes Student Life Center.

Art exhibitions occur in the Combes Fine Arts Gallery each month, which students, staff and faculty are invited to attend. The storied AMEX Café, Student Leadership and Student Development spaces are all located on this side of the Combes/Quai building complex.
AUP HISTORY

The AMEX Café, the beating heart of AUP, was moved to Combes when the former Bosquetti Building was sold in 2014. Today it features its very own outdoor patio.

#AMEXCAFE
Continue down rue Malar and take a right on Rue de l’Université, then turn left on Passage Landrieu.
Nestled in AUP’s Passage Landrieu building, students can find the AUP bookstore, classrooms, computer labs and faculty offices.

The bookstore is a nonprofit service and is dedicated to providing books and other educational materials for AUP students at affordable prices.
Continue down the street to number 16. The entrance to the next AUP building is also on this street.
Despite its name, the entrance to AUP’s Saint Dominique building is actually right here in the passage. This building was renovated in 2015 and expanded to house classrooms, faculty offices and AUP’s mailroom.
Take a right on rue Saint Dominique, then another right on Avenue Bosquet. The next stop is a former building and historical AUP site!
AUP HISTORY

As you make your way down Avenue Bosquet, you will pass a former AUP building, the beloved Bosquet, which previously housed the AMEX Cafe and other student life spaces.

It was sold in 2014 to make way for a new generation of innovating teaching and learning spaces. Today it serves as the HQ to a renewable energy company. To learn more about AUP’s campus development history, visit our website.

#AUPCAMPUS
DIRECTIONS

Cross Avenue Bosquet and continue onto rue Edmond Valentin. Cross Avenue Rapp and continue on rue de Monttessuy.

BONUS STOP: 9 BIS RUE DE MONTTESSUY
Previously the University’s library, this pace has been renovated and outfitted with art classrooms, studios, faculty offices, exhibition spaces and the Olivia de Havilland Theater.

British-American actress Olivia de Havilland was the parent of an AUP student and an AUP trustee.
Retrace your steps, heading east on rue Saint Dominique. Turn right on rue Cler. After crossing rue de Grenelle, feel free to head down rue Cler, a lively pedestrian street full of shops and restaurants.
A favorite among AUP students, staff and faculty, enjoy everything this vibrant Parisian street has to offer!
When you are ready, head back to rue de Grenelle and continue until you reach number 147 and see church Église Protestante St-Jean. Enter the courtyard and continue down the gravel path.
AUP’s Grenelle Teaching and Mentoring Center is nestled behind the church. You can approach it by taking the gravel path to the left of the church.

This building contains classrooms, study spaces and faculty offices. A campus fixture for many years, the center was fully renovated in 2016.
You’ve made it to your final destination, AUP’s administrative building, which houses the offices of Admissions, Academic Affairs, the President and Provost’s offices, the Registrar, Student Immigration Services, Finance, Student Accounting, Communications and the office of Development and Alumni Relations.
We hope you’ve enjoyed exploring AUP’s campus and the surrounding neighborhood! We hope to see you again very soon.

MERCI ET À BIENTÔT